ABSTRACT: CERN has planned a series of upgrades for the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). The last in this current series of planned upgrades is designated the High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) and as the name suggests will bring the Luminosity up to 5 × 10 34 cm −2 s −1 . The ATLAS detector will be extensively changed to meet the challenges of this upgrade (termed the "Phase II" upgrade). There are many systems that require modification in this regime, but this paper focuses on the subsystems requiring the most radical changes. The ATLAS inner tracker is being completely rebuilt for Phase II. The TRT is removed in favor of an all-new all-silicon tracker. The changes to the pixel system, barrel and end-cap strip detectors are explained. In addition, the muon detector will be modified and the muon and electron triggers will be modified to include tracking regions of interest and to improve muon resolution. In this way trigger rates can be brought under control while maintaining constant trigger thresholds.
. Shown from [6] is the expected Higgs signal from ttH production where the Higgs then decays into γ γ. With 3000 fb −1 of integrated luminosity the significance of this channel is expected to be S/ √ B ∼ 6.
Upgrading to High Luminosity (HL-LHC)

19
The ttH which are exceptionally difficult to observe, but with the HL-LHC can be seen and measured
24
with high significance and are critical to refining the SM and pointing us toward any new physics.
25
A simulation of what this might look like in a channel that will be difficult to explore without the 26 HL-LHC, along with the largest expected backgrounds, is shown in Figure 1 .
27
Reducing the uncertainties in as many near the detector areas will have taken so much radiation damage that they will need to be replaced.
52
Indeed, this fact will likely drive the exact end date and final integrated luminosity collected during 53 the run that follows the Phase I upgrade [5] .
54
The "Phase II" upgrade to the machine and the ATLAS detector follows. Next the machine is into the detector sensitivity to accommodate the beam luminosity decay during a store. "Leveling"
60
this luminosity profile is one of the major improvements to the machine planned for Phase II [7] .
61
If the design luminosity is achieved the HL-LHC will deliver a constant average of 140 proton The ATLAS detector will undergo a significant set of changes in preparation for the HL-LHC.
66
The baseline plan is set out in the ATLAS Phase II "Letter of Intent" [6] . This document and the 67 references therein form the primary source for the rest of this proceeding. while the upgrades to the trigger and computer systems are driven by occupancy considerations.
78
Rather than briefly mention every single plan for the upgrade this paper will focus upon the plans 79 for the ITK and upon the changes to the muon and electron systems as these are the areas where 80 the largest changes will occur for Phase II. 
Phase II Inner Tracker
82
The ATLAS inner tracker for Phase II will be a silicon detector. The whole of the inner tracker
83
(TRT and silicon) will be removed, and it will be replaced with an all-silicon tracker which fills 84 the existing tracking volume. A schematic of the baseline layout for the ITK is shown in Figure 2 .
85
Notice the "stub layer" in the barrel region at 45 degrees with respect to the beam line and just
86
inside the last barrel. Isn't that rather silly? This high services-to-sensor ratio layer is needed to 87 maintain efficiency for tracking pattern recognition.
88
The ATLAS inner tracker is a strip and pixel system, both consisting of a barrel and each has ical design in all systems assumes that the unit which will be constructed at remote institutions 94 will follow a stave-concept. This is a long row of sensor modules with electrical and thermal man-95 agement services integrated within the mechanical mounting structure. All of the services have 96 connection points at the end of the stave. In all ITK subsystems cooling will be supplied by a 97 recirculating CO 2 system that will achieve a sensor temperature of ≃ −25 o C.
98
This long stave unit is designed to be inserted within the already-present barrel or wheel sup-99 ports at CERN. This is a very different model than employed for the original ATLAS tracker where 100 entire barrel cylinders were assembled and instrumented remotely and then shipped to CERN for 101 final assembly. Figure 3 shows an example of the stave concept for the strip barrel detector. The pixel system has inner and outer components. These diagrams show the inner components that mount the sensor modules on the top and bottom faces of a carbon composite I-beam with an integrated cooling channel. The outer pixel system (not shown) follows a stave concept design similar to the barrel strip detector.
step index optical fibre to a single high-speed optical transceiver. The current detector has three 156 fibres per module while the upgrade multiplexes the signals from 13 modules and the detector Figure 5 . The strip end-cap ITK will be constructed with disks. Shown here is a schematic view of the endcap. Each disk is made of "petals" each of which will have incorporated services within the support structure for data acquisition, control, monitoring and thermal management. Under construction at the moment (2013) are sub-units of this object known as "petalettes" which are also shown. All of the services for a petal are incorporated within the structure just as with the stave concept.
for the barrel and forward strip detectors, and is also fast enough for the pixel system if forward 164 error correction is turned off for the returning data. There is a planned upgrade path for Phase
165
II to produce a 10 Gbps link that would also satisfy the pixel systems even with forward error 166 correction. Extensive radiation testing of the transceiver unit components[13] and the passive op-167 tical components [14] on this device continues. This is a joint project involving ATLAS, CMS, and
168
CERN but the project is being implemented as a general purpose link. 
The Muon and Electron trigger upgrades
170
A consequence of higher luminosity running apart from radiation flux is increased trigger rate. As 171 a result there are significant changes planned to the trigger architecture for the Phase II upgrade.
172
As is currently the case, the trigger will be multi-staged but in Phase II ATLAS will move most of the trigger rate by sharpening up the trigger turn-on. Meanwhile the background rejection for the 181 electron system will control the trigger rate.
182
For the muon system several upgrade paths are envisioned. The forward region is the source 183 of much background in the muon trigger. A "new small wheel" will be added in Phase I to the 184 muon system in the forward region that will improve the muon track resolution in the trigger and 185 this will reduce the rate substantially by giving a more accurate measure of the muon momentum.
186
With no changes the trigger rate of the muon system would be expected to be 50 kHz, with the 187 addition of the new small wheel and the improvements from Phase I upgrades including adding 188 tracking information it is expected that the trigger rate for muons will be 13 kHz.
189
Both the muon and electron triggers will, at Level 1, now have fast tracking information match-
190
ing tracks to regions of interest (ROI) so that they can make a higher resolution cut on the momen- 
